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This illustrated Travel Guide is a part of the Mobi Sights series, our concise guides that only feature

the most essential information on city attractions. This guide is designed for optimal navigation on

eReaders, smartphones, and other mobile electronic devices. Inside you will find a locator map and

a list of top attractions linked to individual articles. Addresses, telephones, hours of operation and

admissions information are included. Please search for "Travel Greece" part of the Mobi Travel

series, if you are interested in the complete travel guide that includes more maps and attractions

with additional articles on history, cultural venues, transportation, districts, dining, accommodations,

units conversion, and a phrasebook. NEW FEATURE: The attraction articles now include links to

Google Maps. On a dedicated electronic reader with a slow connection and a primitive browser,

Google Maps will display the attraction on the map along with metro stations, roads, and nearby

attractions. On an internet-enabled device such as the iPhone and the iPad, Google Maps will even

show you the route from your current location to the attraction you want to go to. With this travel

guide you can turn some eReaders into an audio guides. For example, on the Kindle, just open an

article and click Shift+SYM to activate text-to-speech. Put the speaker on the back of the Kindle

against your ear and enjoy your virtual travel companion. Press Spacebar to pause/resume

text-to-speech. All travel guides in the Mobi Sights series are only $0.99. Search for any title: enter

mobi (short for MobileReference) and a keyword; for example: mobi Paris.
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We recently went to a few places in Europe. September-October is really the best time to visit

Europe. Rather than taking paper travel guides, I loaded travel guides on my new Kindle. In many

respects the electronic guides were similar to paper guides: same maps, directions and description

of attractions. However the Kindle had four clear advantages:1. The Kindle is lighter.2. The Kindle

connected to internet anywhere for free.3. I didn't have to read the articles myself. The Kindle was

reading to me while I was walking around.4. The travel guides are cheaper for the KindleLet me

emphasize the #2 and #3. This free connection really makes a lot of sense. I was able to locate my

hotel on Google maps and select a restaurant based on TripAdvisor reviews.For #3 I used the

speaker on the back of the Kindle. The sound was crystal clear.Overall I had very pleasant

experience traveling with my Kindle!
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